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For 229mTh isomer nucleus with an anomalously low nuclear excitation energy, E? (currently7

accepted value of 7.8 ± 0.5 eV), the bound internal conversion (BIC) decay process is caused by8

the excitation of a valence electron that is sensitive to the electronic structure of the atomic-sized9

neighborhood. We analyze an experiment where an impacting Th-ion is neutralized by a negatively10

charged ion-receiving Cesium Iodide (CsI) surface, to obtain the minimal nuclear excitation energy11

E?
min necessary for BIC-promotion of a Th-impurity valence electron in a CsI matrix. We analyze12

two cases: CsI with Th deposited into the bulk and with Th deposited on the CsI surface. In the13

bulk we consider band gap effects while on the surface we consider the work-function. The energy14

to pull the electron to the surface is 1.5−2.2 eV depending on the surface plane, while to promote to15

the conduction band in the bulk is 1.5 eV. Therefore we conclude that the Th-surface interaction can16

significantly reduce the lower E?-bound of 6.3 eV, as estimated from the direct observation of the17

Th-clock transition (von der Wense et al., Nature 533, 47-51, 2016). We suggest coating the multi-18

channel plate with differing materials leading to different Th-impurity gaps and work-functions can19

further narrow the E? uncertainty interval.20

Introduction: The prospects for ultra-precise time21

keeping at the 10−16 to 10−17 level of stability (accu-22

racies of 1 s in 1016 to 1017 s) are fervently being pursued23

by atomic clock researchers using optical ion clocks [1, 2]24

and optical lattice clocks [3–5]. These endeavors can push25

the bounds on fundamental physics searches including26

dark matter [6], variations of the fine-structure constant27

α [7–9], and quark mass variation and other fundamental28

constants [10]. In addition, optical atomic clocks can be29

used to eventually realize a new standard by which to30

define the S.I. second [11]. But on the horizon is a new31

technology that requires precise knowledge of the inner32

workings of the thorium nucleus, 229Th. A nuclear clock33

made from Th is expected to have a high transition fre-34

quency and narrow linewidth [12–16] capable of reaching35

an expected remarkable stability as small as 10−20.36

A nuclear clock made from 229Th is expected to be free37

from some of the systematic uncertainties that plague38

modern atomic clocks. For instance, the black body ra-39

diation (BBR) shift in modern atomic clocks is a source40

of uncertainty that must be controlled and calculated at41

the same level as the stability, or 10−15 as is the case in42

the current Cs standard [17, 18]. Due to the shielding of43

electrons around the Th nucleus, Th has been identified44

as an optical nuclear clock that has a suppressed BBR45

shift [16, 19].46

A recent experiment [15] measured directly the isomer47

transition energy. To get the lower bound of the tran-48

sition energy, the authors used the ionization potential49

of the neutral, free thorium atom. However, the tho-50

rium were embedded into a micro-channel plate (MCP)51

coated with a CsI layer [23] which leads to surface physics52

effects. Instead of being a neutral, free atom, the thorium53

atom experiences the solid state neighborhood of the CsI54

coating and therefore an ejected electron due to a bound55

internal conversion process would have to overcome the56

work function Φ, which is the energy between the Fermi-57

energy EF of the doped system and the vacuum energy58

of the surface Evac. If deeply embedded, as in the case of59

solid state Th-nuclear clock experiments, the band gap60

is the minimum energy for promoting an electron, there-61

fore E?
min must be less than the band gap energy Ebg.62

At the surface, for the electron to be accelerated by the63

MCP, the electron must overcome Φ, so E?
min > Φ. We64

show below that these energies are less than the 6.3 eV65

of a neutral, free thorium atom and therefore a smaller66

lower bound for the energy of the process is required to67

interpret the experimental results of Ref. [15].68

Background: The recent experiment of von der Wense69

et al. [15] observed the decay of the excited nuclear or70

isomer state, 229mTh, by directly detecting the initially71

bound valence electron that is expelled from the Th-72

atom in a bound internal conversion (BIC) process [20–73

22]. The 229mTh2+-ion was observed to live longer than a74

minute in the gas-phase, indicating that the nuclear exci-75

tation energy E? is insufficient for ionizing the 229mTh2+-76

particle and hence E? < 18.3 eV. However, after Th2+
77

and Th3+ were deposited onto the charged micro chan-78

nel plate (MCP) (initially coated with CsI but also done79

with no coating [23]) surface with a kinetic energy of 5080

and 75 eV respectively, the implanted Th impurities were81

observed to expel electrons. These electrons were acceler-82

ated towards the positively charged MCP-surface, caus-83

ing electron cascades that were detected with a CCD84

camera. Several dependencies ruled out other electron85

generation mechanisms and the BIC energy E? would86

have been sufficient for the Th nucleus to expel a BIC87

electron. The authors concluded that E? was greater88

than the first ionization potential of Th, E? > 6.3 eV.89

However, the BIC process is expected to happen on the90

µs time scale [16], which leaves ample time for the neu-91

tralized Th to become embedded as an impurity in the92
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MCP matrix.93

Impinging Th can situate within the CsI matrix in94

many ways, but we follow the interpretation of von der95

Wense et al. that the Th-impurity neutralizes as it im-96

pinges on the MCP and embeds in the CsI matrix. This97

would imply that the Th-atom will find itself in inter-98

stitial sites in the B2 structure of CsI in the µs time99

scales before decay due to BIC. A 50-75 eV Th-atom100

is travelling at ≈ 1 × 107 Å/µs, which is enough to101

traverse multiple lattice constants in CsI and undergo102

many collisions before coming to a halt within the ma-103

trix. A simple stopping range calculation [24] gives a104

value of Rp ∼ 400 Å using an ion-atom interaction poten-105

tial. However this ignores effects due to crystal structure.106

Low-energy ion deposition is likely to leave the imping-107

ing ion only a few atomic layers deep, but if the energy108

exceeds the displacement energy Ed of the Cs or I atoms,109

then the Th can also embed at a Cs/I site with defects110

forming further down the crystal structure [25].111

To answer the question of whether the Th-atom em-112

beds interstitially or at an ionic site of Cs or I requires an113

experimental determination due to the short time scales114

involved before BIC occurs. Probing the spectroscopic115

nature of the embedded impurities will help distinguish116

between these lattice positions. This can be done shortly117

after implantation (order 1 second if using 232Th), and118

the neutral, interstitial spectrum should be distinguish-119

able from the ionic spectrum associated with lattice site120

substitutions.121

Channelling effects have been ignored, which are of122

concern in heavy ion deposition onto metal surfaces at123

low energies [25] which could allow the Th to impact deep124

into the CsI matrix. Channeling can be avoided by tilt-125

ing the CsI surface with respect to the incident ion beam.126

Here we assume that the incident, neutralized Th-particle127

is deposited within a CsI-matrix, and we calculate the128

minimal energy needed to either expel an electron from129

the surface (work-function) or to excite an electron onto130

the lowest CsI conduction band. Ion-displacement con-131

figurations, which require charge balancing from defect132

formations and thus happen on longer timescales, are133

not considered in this work. We find the lowest energy134

state of the interstitial geometry, yielding results consis-135

tent with the short lifetime of the excited isomer due to136

BIC processes.137

In the low-doped limit the electron generation process138

must overcome the work function Φ for CsI. This value139

is as low as 2.6 eV [26] but has been measured as high as140

6.5 eV [? ] in photo-electron spectroscopic experiments.141

Therefore, the BIC energy needs to be at least larger than142

a work-function of the Th-doped CsI surface. If the Th-143

impurity embeds deep in the crystal, the energy release144

will produce no photon provided the band gap Ebg is145

smaller than the energy release from BIC and thus Th-146

ionization and excited phonon modes will occur.147

Methods: To study the electronic properties of CsI148

and 229Th:CsI, we use the Vienna ab initio Simiula-149

tion Package (VASP) [29–32]. We employ the general-150

ized gradient approximation (GGA) in the formulation151

of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [33] to make an initial152

guess of the spin-polarized wave function with plane-wave153

projector augmented pseudo-potentials [34, 35]. These154

wave functions are the basis for the more sophisti-155

cated Green’s function perturbation theory approach156

G0W0 [36–39] that we apply to the ground state struc-157

tures in the bulk. The G0W0 approach has been shown158

to better represent insulators and other large gap mate-159

rials, even though the computational overhead is larger160

than either the local density approximation [40] or GGA161

respectively.162

We represent CsI using the B2, or CsCl, structure163

from Wyckoff [41] and optimize both a unit cell (1 CsI164

molecule) and a 2x2x2 supercell (with periodic bound-165

ary conditions) of 8 CsI molecules. We found a lattice166

constant of 4.66 Å and 4.67 Å in the unit cell and 2x2x2167

system respectively, to be compared with the experimen-168

tal value of 4.56 Å [41]. We then increase the bands a169

factor of four and perform a G0W0 calculation. We get170

a direct electronic band gap at Γ of 5.9 eV and 5.2 eV in171

the two systems in good agreement with the experimental172

value of 6.1 eV [27].173

In the case of CsI:Th, we model 229Th with concen-174

trations of 50%, 33%, 25%, and 12.5% by taking the175

unit cell of CsI and expanding in multiples of two in176

each Cartesian direction. A single Th atom is placed177

at an interstitial site. There are three distinct interstitial178

sites: two octahedral and one tetrahedral. Each octahe-179

dral site gives Th four planar neighbors of either Cs or I180

while the tetrahedral site gives two of each neighbor in a181

rhombohedral shape. At higher doping the Th atoms are182

close enough together that the d-electrons can metallize.183

Only at 12.5% do they become sufficiently separate for184

a gap to open at the GGA level. In the experiment, the185

doping level was far below this 12.5%, which would fur-186

ther isolate the d-electrons on Th. However, due to the187

intense computational requirements to model 12.5% at188

the G0W0 level, smaller concentrations were not studied.189

The lowest energy state in the 12.5% doped system is the190

octahedral with 4 planar I atoms, though in optimization191

Cs atoms become planar along a different plane break-192

ing the overall local octahedral symmetry. This helps193

to maintain lattice stability as well as electrons localized194

on Th atom. See Fig. 1 for reference. We checked the195

stability of this configuration by calculating the phonon196

spectrum. We find no evidence of imaginary phonon fre-197

quencies at the Γ-point. Further decreasing the doping198

percentage will flatten out the bands associated with the199

Th-atom embedded at the interstitial site. This can af-200

fect the overall gap between valence electrons in Th and201

the conduction band by the amount that these bands cur-202

rently span in k-space, which is about a few tenths of an203

eV. Additionally, the location within the CsI band gap204

that the Th-electrons situate can also shift, but in either205

direction, as the doping percentage is dropped.206

A spin-polarized G0W0 calculation is performed next207

on the resulting 12.5%-doped geometry, and we present208
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FIG. 1. (Color Online) Th:CsI optimized at GGA level
of theory for 12.5% doping. The planar iodine atoms (pur-
ple, large spheres labeled I) form quasi-molecular ThI4, which
helps with the stability, but the planar cesium atoms (red,
slighly smaller sphers labeled Cs) form four balancing posi-
tive charges which helps to keep thorium atom (green, small
sphere labeled Th) in the neutral state which has 4 electrons.

the electronic density of states (DOS) in Fig. 2. The DOS209

is split into spin up and down components in the upper210

and lower panels and the Fermi-energy is subtracted to211

set the highest occupied state at zero energy. The high-212

est unpaired electrons are of Th-d character, similar to213

the neutral, vacuum state Th atom, as well as two Th-s214

electrons. These electrons are fairly-localized just below215

the Fermi-energy as indicated in the density of states.216

The gap from the highest occupied orbital to the lowest217

unoccupied orbital is ∆ = 1.2 eV and is of an indirect218

nature along M → X path.219

Traditional matrix elements for BIC involve dipole ma-220

trix elements of an s-orbital so it is imperative that there221

be a DOS corresponding to Th s-states and that it be lo-222

calized around Th, i.e., flat in k-space. Whether it is223

singly or doubly occupied is not as important so much as224

that it be occupied to begin with. In the insets of Fig. 2225

we see two localized s-orbitals below the Fermi-energy,226

one of each spin, that can each contribute to the BIC227

process. The energies are 2.0 and 1.5 eV in the up and228

down channel respectively and both are of an indirect na-229

ture. Since it is indirect, and BIC involves dipole matrix230

elements, at this energy we would expect the excitation231

of phonons to carry away the extra momentum of light232

needed to change the k-path. Otherwise, the lowest di-233

rect transition is of order 2.2 eV and 1.8 eV, respectively.234

These values are below the 6.3 eV experimental require-235

ment set by Ref. [15]. However, the surface environment236

is closer to the experimental conditions and we now en-237

deavor to model that system.238

We construct the two most stable CsI surfaces: the239

(100) and (111) face, with a 16 (8 Cs and 8 I) atom su-240
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FIG. 2. (Color Online) Th:CsI electronic density of states
at the G0W0 level of theory for the bulk. The gap has a
magnitude of ∆ = 1.2 eV. The gap from the Th s-band (light
red, short-dash lines) is E? = 2.0 eV in the spin-up channel
and E? = 1.5 eV in the spin-down channel. The upper (lower)
panel is for spin up (down). The insets show the localization of
the Th-s-orbital below the Fermi-level which is set to 0 eV. Th
d-orbitals are medium-dash, brown lines. Th f -orbitals are
long-short dashed, dark brown lines. Cs s-orbitals are labeled
with medium-dashed, blue lines. Cs p-orbitals are labeled
with a short-gap dashed, cyan line. I p-orbitals are labeled
with a medium-short dashed, bright-green line. I d-orbitals
have a short-long dashed, thicker dark-green line. Finally, the
total density of states is a given by a solid, black, no-dash line.

percell. Using at least 10 Å of vacuum in the z-direction,241

we optimize the top CsI ionic layer (a CsI layer consists242

of a Cs bonded to a I) and freeze the bottom CsI ionic243

layers. The optimized atoms are allowed to move in all di-244

rections but the unit cell is fixed. Because of the vacuum,245

the number of k-points is reduced in the z-direction. We246

find the (111) surface is more stable by 0.23 eV per CsI247

molecule. We calculate the vacuum energy and Fermi en-248

ergy at the GGA level of theory and find that Φ = 4.9 eV,249

in the middle of the reported experimental values [26? ].250

To study the doped system, we take the (100) and251

(111) slice through the optimized 12.5% bulk structure252

and have the Th-atom site just below the surface. We use253

10 Å of vacuum in the z-direction for a 17 atom system254

with one Th dopant. The top CsI layer containing the255

dopant Th is spatially-optimized (atoms allowed to move256

in x−, y−, and z− directions) while the bottom CsI layer257

is frozen. The value of the work-function at the GGA-258

level of theory is 1.5 eV and 2.2 eV for (100) and (111)259

surfaces, far below that of the isolated Th atom at 6.3 eV.260

Additional Considerations: While the electronic DOS261
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studies so far capture the main transport physics, Ryd-262

berg series of a long-lived bound particle-hole excitation,263

such as an exciton, can be populated at energy differences264

less than the band gap Ebg in the bulk. If the bound265

particle-hole state of quantum number n (where n is a266

positive integer) exists, its energy lies approximately an267

amount [42]268

En =
µe4

2~2n2ε2
, (1)269

below the conduction band, where e is the electron270

charge, ε is the dielectric constant of the doped system271

and accounts for screening, and µ is the particle-hole re-272

duced mass m−1
e + m−1

h with me the conduction band273

mass and mh the mass of the hole band. In the Th-274

doped CsI system, the BIC process creates a particle-275

hole excitation where the hole is in the Th-s-band and276

the particle is in the conduction band. In general, an277

exciton is free to move through the lattice with an effec-278

tive total mass M = me + mh. Yet, here we expect, in279

the limit of a low-doped Th-impurities, that the Th-s-280

band becomes flat and mh → ∞ such that µ → me and281

M → ∞ which corresponds to a pinned exciton state.282

Such excitons trapped at impurity centers have been ob-283

served in ionic crystals [43]. In this limit, though, the Th-284

exciton becomes a localized entity and its excitation in285

BIC corresponds to a nuclear decay process that is made286

possible by the excitation of the s-electron state to the287

p-level. This state has a finite width Ξ and such bound-288

bound processes can contribute to the nuclear decay rate289

if |E?− (Ebg−En)| is of order Ξ. This process will affect290

bulk physics studies of Th-impurities, and therefore the291

band gap physics.292

At the surface, an exciton polariton may be created293

between an outside dielectric medium and a crystal with294

bulk excitons as described above [? ]. These effects may295

need to be incorporated in future studies to fully under-296

stand the physics coupling Th-impurities at the surface297

of ionic crystals.298

Outlook: Using different materials such as CsBr and299

CsCl could lead to a better restriction on the value of300

E?
min. These materials have larger band-gaps in the bulk301

– 7 and 8 eV [27] – as well as larger work functions –302

7.5 and 7.1 eV [? ]. This could, in principle, be used to303

narrow down the isomer transition energy.304

Further, engineered Cs-halide systems may offer finer305

restriction ability. One may dope Na atoms into a Cs-306

halide structure to tune Ebg or Φ to a larger value. For307

instance, the band gap of NaCl is 9 eV [28], while CsCl is308

8 eV and tuning the mixing ratio x in NaxCs1−xCl will in309

principle tune the gap between these two values, though310

complex interactions could lead to values not in the range311

8-9 eV. We note that the work function will also change,312

and this must be understood concurrently in order to313

narrow down the isomer energy.314

Summary: We have shown that one needs to consider315

the environment that Th is experiencing when determin-316

ing a lower bound on the nuclear transition energy E?.317

Without considering the material being used, too high318

of a constraint can be assessed and a window of possibly319

observable transition energies will be excluded from fu-320

ture searches. Using ab initio density functional theory321

methods we have produced the first calculations of Th322

doped in CsI both in the bulk and at the surface. The323

surface calculations show that the nuclear transition en-324

ergy window should be adjusted downward from 6.3 eV325

to 2.2 eV. Theoretical uncertainty due to doping percent-326

age as well as computational ability leads to an error bar327

of roughly 0.5 eV. At the surface, the embedded Th-atom328

yields a work-function at 2.2 eV, thereby diminishing the329

minimum energy found in Ref. [15, 22].330
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